TO:  Chief, WH Division
FROM: Chief, Personnel Security Division, OS
SUBJECT:  (ROTTGES, Ruthie America) 04

1. Subject is approved for appointment as specified in your request under provisions of CIA Regulations 20-1000 with access to information classified through SECRET as required in performance of duties and should be afforded a polygraph interview at the first available opportunity.

2. Subject may have access to information classified through TOP SECRET upon completion of a favorable polygraph interview.

3. Unless arrangements are made within 60 days to contract with the Subject within 120 days, this approval becomes invalid.

4. This clearance is limited to use under contract as specified in your request and no promise of staff employment is to be made or implied to Subject in any manner whatsoever.

5. This office is to be advised when a contract is signed with the Subject. In addition, notify this office when contract is terminated.

6. Any notification of this clearance to the field should be coordinated with the Chief, Clearance Branch, Office of Security, Room 2739 Ely, extension 4086.

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF SECURITY:

W. A. Osborne
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